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.html?slideshare Here is one of their
songs that I really love. I compared the

manner of execution, manner of writing,
line and syllables. What's up here? This is

folk art! ï¿¼ The song is called "My
Ramchat Shiva" (My Rudra Shiva), which
I think means Lord Shiva. There is such a
song, in general. Since the nationality is
here and it is approximately clear what

the essence of the image is, I did not quite
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understand it. However, in the video, he
looks like a very advanced teenager.
Well, yes, this whole tradition with

images, images and images again. Sex,
drugs, rock and roll... (Attachment to the
post: Never understood the meaning of
this. I don't understand the meaning of

the term itself. What's the point? What is
the purpose? What is the result? And the
third theme, which is also indispensable.
Shakti. It was she who was considered

and is considered feminine. Feelings are
different. But always so lively and

sincere. Without it, there would be no
esoteric tradition. And even though there
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is a lot of it in different religions, it is she
who is alive and revered in Russia. I

would not say that Shaktiya is a myth that
can be called a fairy tale. Shakti is the

totality of forces. Wrong or right. Even if
we take Shakta as energy, it will still turn
out that the energies of Shakta are living
beings. And even united, they are more
vital and more energetically filled than
those that merge into a single god. If a
god is called that, then this god is the

most powerful, most revered. And if so,
but even a bunch of gods rest on the

power of shakti, this does not necessarily
mean that he is the strongest and does not
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mean that he is the most revered. Yes, it
is possible that people really seem like

gods when we go drunk into the forest or
stand there in tantric poses. However, I

don't know about you, but I know a little
about yoga and tantrism. And I can assure

you that
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